QIP Number

QIP # 1

Name of project

Rehabilitation of Public High
School

QIP # 2

Facilitation of
experience/information sharing
for students of Bint Jubayl
Public Technical School

QIP # 3

Professional development
training/workshop for women
members of cooperatives of SE

QIP # 4

Water network for Sribbin

Location

Dayr Kifa, SW

Naqoura, SW

Deir Mimes, SE

Sribbin,SW

Project description

The project includes insulation work and painting of an area of 2700 m2
(roof, exterior walls, and painting of entrance and playground area). The
wall paint on the outside of the school is crumbling; the paint is peeling
off the and cracking on several spots. There are approx. 400 students
studying at the school and the number is expected to increase in the
academic year 2018-2019 due to the needs of the surrounding
Municipalities

The Bint Jubayl Public Technical School is requesting for facilitating onthe-job experience/information sharing for 12 students over a period of
12 days. This information sharing will be provided in areas such as
HVAC, Electrical, Generators and Transport. The QIP is to support
transportation costs and insurance coverage of these students from Bint
Jubayl to Naqoura and coverage for the period of their engagement in
UNIFIL.

This QIP is basically about building capacities of 30 women from 8
different villages of SE on specific food topics; such as making sweets
and pastries, making Kishek, pizzas and tomato sauces. The association
is covering the cost of the trainer and also providing the venue for a
total cost of $1600;
This project is about installing water pipes over an area of 650 meters
and installing connectors and accessories. The project was coordinated
with ESS and the Water Establishment office in Tyre. UNIFIL QIP will
cover the installation of main water pipes while the Water
Establishment office will support the installation of water connections to
the house.

This project is about support wall for main road. The Municipality is also
contributing by covering the cost of widening the road which is around
$3000. UNIFIL support is being sought for covering the cost of concrete,
large rocks and metal bars for both the base and the wall in addition to
labour for the whole support wall.

QIP # 5

Support wall for main road

Bidyas, SW

QIP # 6

Canopy over main stand of
stadium

Maarub, SW

QIP # 7

Professional development
training/workshop for women
members of cooperatives of SW

QIP # 8

Equipping Tyre UoM with an
operations room for Rapid
Response Unit

Tyre, SW

This QIP is about supporting the Tyre Unions of Municipalities Disaster
response through establishment of an Operations Room. This entails
procurement of digital sets, computers and other items.

QIP # 9

Roofshed over social center

El Fraidiss, SE

This QIP seeks to support the construction of a roof shed for the Social
center in Al Fardiss. The social center is the only town hall in the village,
where local organize social events and other celebrations.

Abbasiyah, SW

The project is about supporting the construction of a canopy over the
stadium’s main stand. This will provide a great space not only to
residents but also to UNIFIL in conduct of their outreach activities.

This is a QIP with The Jood Al Ard Cooperative which aims at building
capacities of 25 women on food processing in specific topics. The
workshops will not only build their skills in processing food, but also give
them techniques on improving their marketing.

QIP # 10

Construction of public
recreational park

QIP # 11

Support to Civil Defence Center

QIP # 12

Provision of ambulance

QIP # 13

Support to Civil Defence Center

QIP # 14

Rehabilitation of football
playground

QIP # 15

Rehabilitation of laboratory in
Marjayoun Public Secondary
School

Arzun, SW

The QIP is support for the construction of a recreational park.
The Mayor has discussed this project with his residents and the request
has come particularly from the women and poor families. Housewives
have requested for a space where they can bring their children to play
and have some valuable family time. The Municipality has promised to
hire people for the upkeep of the park,

Qabrikha, SE

This QIP seeks to support the CDC in Qabrikha by providing equipment
which includes air lifting bag, fire extinguisher, metal cutter etc. This
support will help the center in its firefighting and rescue operations
which will be beneficial to the entire community,

Adeisse, SE

This QIP is about supporting the procurement of an ambulance fitted
with necessary medical equipment that can be used to transport
patients to the hospitals. The availability of such an ambulance is very
important for the municipality bearing in mind the village’s history of
medical emergencies.

Kleyaa, SE

This QIP is about supporting the CDC with firefighting equipment
necessary for proper functioning of the CDC.The equipment being
sought include fire extinguishers, masks, boots, vest, tool box etc. This
will help in fire-fighting efforts undertaken by the center and contribute
to creating a protective environment.

Marwahin, SW

The project is about rehabilitating the football field which is used not
only by school students but also by town residents.
The land belongs to the Municipality and has been given by the
Municipality to the school. The project will benefit around 200 youth
from the village and neighbouring villages.

Marjayoun, SE

The project basically involves support to the school by rehabilitating the
science laboratory by carrying out flooring works, painting and electrical
works and also some equipment for the laboratory. This is essential
support to the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, since the
students from this school come not only from Marjayoun but also from
Chebaa, Taibe etc.

QIP # 16

Equipping Sports Center in Blida

Blida, SE

The QIP aims to support the local sports center which will improve
access to sporting/recreational facilities for community residents of
Blida. 1500 women and men not just in Blida but in supporting villages
are expected to utilize the services. This is a comprehensive project
undertaken by the municipality which comprises of a sports center
featuring a recreational area (already existing), hall for fitness and
martial arts (which is what this QIP seeks to support) and a sauna and
jacuzzi.

QIP # 17

Rehabilitation and provision of
equipment to Public School

Ghanduriyah, SE

The project is in INDOBATT AO and it entails rehabilitating a playground
in public school that is currently coated by asbestos.

QIP # 18

Training of trainers and
workshop on Origami

The capacity building project targets 19 villages from different cluster of
municipalities situated in MALBATT, GHANBATT, ITALBATT etc, it entails
building capacity of youth/children in origami arts and TOT for 210
Different locations,
teachers. Origami helps develop hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills
SW
and mental concentration. Use of the hands directly stimulates areas of
the brain. Origami is used in various therapeutic settings, including art
therapy and in stroke and injury rehabilitation.

QIP # 19

Enhancing women's capacities
in mediation skills

The capacity building project targets 28 women from 20 villages in
Different locations, different cluster of municipalities situated in SW AO, the project will be
SW
instrumental in ensuring the full and effective participation, involvement
and representation of women in the local community

QIP # 20

Electrical distribution and
synchro panels

Kunin, SW

This QIP seeks to support the purchase and installation of electrical
distribution/synchro panels to regulate and coordinate capacities of
generators at various times.This is necessary to ensure that the three
generators are used optimally at all times.

QIP # 21

QIP # 22

QIP # 23

Capacity building of youth of
three municipalities

Construction of conference
room and library hall

Provision of garbage containers

As Siddiqin , SW

This QIP basically involves providing 25 young men and women from
three municipa lities (Jibal AI Butm, Qana,As Siddiqin) with life skills and
tools to enable them to form a youth advisory committee to work with
their municipalities and communities. 16 of the 25 youth targeted are
expected to be females. By engaging with the municipalities, the youth
get greater awareness of the role, duties and responsibilities of the
municipality.

Deir Siriane, SE

This QIP consists of completing a conference hall and public library in
Deir Siriane new Municipal building. Works basically involve internal
plastering of walls and ceilings, installation of cable networks and lights,
building of toilet, installation of doors and windows, stair railing etc. The
Municipality is currently using a closed and vacant public school as its
municipal offices. This public school is likely to be reopened soon and
start functioning as a school again. In view of this the municipality has
started construction of a new municipal building with the support of the
Jabel Amel Union of Municipa lities.

Qana, SW

This QIP basically involves purchase of 1000 red bins for non-organic
wastes which will be placed in various neighbourhoods. UNIFIL is
supporting the purchase of 250 bins, while UNDP is also going to
support with 250 bins. The Municipality will cover the cost and procure
the remaining 500 that it needs. As part of this project, awareness
sessions for residents are also planned on need for sorting at source.

Hebbariye, SE

The project aims at completing the conference and meeting hall in the
municipal building in Hebbariye.The multipurpose hall will be used for
organizing lectures, workshops trainings and other social events. The
hall is also expected to be used by civil society organizations for
activities that focus on women empowerment, child protection and
youth integration.

QIP # 24

Rehabilitation of meeting hall in
Municipality

QIP # 25

Provision of multi-purpose
truck

QIP # 26

Purchase of diving equipment
for Marine CDC

QIP # 27

Drug Awareness ToT in South
Lebanon

QIP # 28

Support for rehabilitation
facility in treatment center

Taibe, SE

The QIP supports the procurement of learning and educational
equipment to help the center improve its services to its beneficiaires
which include persons with special needs.

QIP # 29

Support for Civil Defence Center
in Khiam

Khiam, SE

The center is requesting for fire beaters, water mist fire extinguishers,
firefighting pumps and different types of portable fire extinguisher.
Procurement of these equipments will help the CDC personnel to deliver
better services that will benefit the entire community.

QIP # 30

Installation of central heating
system for Public School in
Houla

Houla, SE

This is about support to the installation of a central heating system in
one floor of the public school which has the KG and primary classes. The
floor consists of one PC room, 8 classrooms and one teacher’s room.

The project aims at providing the municipality of Kafer Hammam with a
specialized mini truck with winch for better and quicker maintenance of
Kafer Hammam, SE street lights. The truck will allow the village to quickly repair street
lights, solar lamps, maintain the cable network and also attend promptly
to cables which run the risk of getting cut off due to trees overhang.

Tyre, SW

This support in purchase of diving equipment constitutes support for a
GoL institution, which is the Lebanese Civil Defence. The equipment
sought to be purchased are basically diving equipment. Support is
sought to procure 3 sets of these equipment.

The QIP is in support of conduct of ToT for civil society representatives
on the issue of drugs. The objective is to provide young people with
Ayta Ash Sha'b, SW accurate information about drugs, build capacity of civil soceity groups
who work with youth and lead the implementation of drug awareness
programs among youth and parents.

QIP # 31

QIP # 32

Science Laboratory for Public
School

Road rehabilitation

QIP # 33

Prefab room for
communications equipment for
ISF

QIP # 34

Equipping cultural center and
public library

QIP # 35

QIP # 36

Facility for collection of sorted
waste recyclables

Support to football field

QIP # 37

Courts digitization

QIP # 38

Provision of equipment and
furniture for Public Primary
School

QIP # 39

Installation of LED lights

Qallaway, SW

This school has around 250 students including around 100 Syrian
students. 50% are girls. Currently students have access to only
theoretical knowledge in science and not practical educational due to
the absence of a proper science laboratory.
The provision of this laboratory will enable the students to get better
science education in their school.

Kafer Chouba, SE

The project consists of rehabilitation of a village road in Kafer Chouba. It
is the road that links one part of the village with the Blue Line side of it.
The road is a vital artery for the local farmers and is a road that is used
by UNIFIL and LAF besides local residents. It is a 3200 meter long road
link. During winter, the limited width of the road poses a challenge with
respect to traffic safety and has the potential to lead to accidents.
According to the Mayor, the road represents the only road available to
local inhabitants to access their agricultural lands and farms.

Tyre, SW

This is a project that seeks to assist the ISF with communication
equipment and a prefab room to help ISF in their work. This will help ISF
respond to duties covering the districts of both Tyre and Bint Jubayl.
This project has been identified and coordinated with the DG of the
Directorate. This will complement a project that UNIFIL SW supported in
Sultaniyah. The request is for a VHF base station antenna which will link
all the ISF stations in Tyre and Bint Jubayl.
The required antenna and related devices will enhance communications
between the Headquarter and the rest of the units in Tyre and Bint
Jubayl.

Al Qantarah, SE

This project consists of equipping the cultural center and public library in
Al Qantarah. This was highlighted as a priority for the Mayor. The QIP
seeks to equip the cultural center/public library with office equipment,
furniture and supplies. The center will be run by the Al Qantarah
Municipality.

Aynata, SW

This is about support to the construction of a recyclable sorting station
wherein waste will be sorted and sent to factories and plants nearby.
Besides benefiting residents, the project will also create job
opportunities for residents. The station will be managed by the
municipality. The land on which the facility will be established belongs to
the municipality

Aytarun, SW

Aytarun Municipality wants to set up a min football field on a piece of
land that belongs to the municipality. This will benefit around 250
children/youth in the village during summer. The MC has taken a
decision to set up this field in their meeting on 21 March and has
already started spreading gravel and done other levelling works. This
project is being co-funded together with Municipality and IRISHBATT.

This project seeks to equip two courts in Tibnin and Marjayoun with
computers (with special applications and programs already designed by
Tibnin and
the EU project) and a network set up that will help them remain
Marjayoun, SW & connected to the central level in Beirut. Staff will be trained on the
SE
usage of software and hardware of the new applications.
This will help in efficient retrieval of information, data sharing and also
in timely dissemination of judgements and rulings.

Kafer Kela, SE

Meiss El Jebel, SE

This project seeks to support the Primary School of Kafer Kela with
furniture and other educational equipment, since the current ones in
use are not consistent with necessary standards. The school was
established in 1942 and needs maintenance and upgrades in its
furnitures. The project will benefit 194 students (109 female and 85
males in kindergarten and their teachers).

The project seeks to support the installation of 380 LED lights on the
road from the main square of Meiss towards Shaqra. The road is
winding and lack adequate lighting, which impacts negatively on public
safety. The Municipality undertakes to cover the regular maintenance
and cost of relocation of old bulbs.

QIP # 40

Improving water network

Dibbine, SE

This project is about support to the construction of a new auxiliary
water pipeline network to support and feed the existing water
reservoirs of the village with bigger amounts of water. The additional
water will increase the daily amount of water available to the
population especially during summertime. This pipeline will help
transfer the water from the well into the concrete water tank located in
the western side of the village, which will benefit the residents,
particularly during hot summer months.

QIP # 41

Improving educational services
for children attending Alpha
center in Tibnin

Tibnin, SW

The project seeks to support the purchase of an active board and two
laptops for Alpha educational center in Tibnin.
This will help the center improve delivery of its educational services to
children and also encourage more children to participate in the
activities.

QIP # 42

Provision of equipment for
Public Primary School

Ebel Es Saqi, SE

This QIP seeks to support the provision and installation of a CCTV
camera system and an LED TV to be used for educational purposes. The
project will also cater for training of personnel in the use of the
equipment. The project will benefit 84 students (47 female and 37
males) including children in kindergarten and 25 teachers..

Hariss, SW

This QIP is about supporting the procurement of equipment which will
be used by women of this cooperative. It covers the cost of purchase of
grinding machines, a freezer and a stove. It will also support the
installation of these machinery/equipment and training for their
personnel. The machines/equipment will improve and increase food
production and make functioning of the cooperative more efficient.

QIP # 43

Equipment for Al Imad
Cooperative for Rural Foods

